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Week 1

Bodyframe
Space Limits
Infinity to Finit
Space changed into 
Human existence
Mindfucked!



Another Walking
Week 2

What is this group about?

We meet each other on the Kirschbachtal and do 
our first Assigment together. 
It was windy, cold and strange. I had the feel-
ing, that im not that good in communication. 
First time of speeking English. 
In the assigment i was confrontated with the 
Feeling of Shame. 
ashamed of not being right or good enough.  

Question:

Implementation:

...
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Wir, als die wohnenden in unserer 
selbst!

Week 5

In which place I’m living the most?

I was really touch by the text from Heidegger. 
So when the Question came into my mind the An-
swer were really clear. My Body. It is my home 
my Space!
So in the video you see, that i came out of my 
Body and show my self to the World. Like a little 
bird who came out of the Egg.
It was really exiting to look at my feelings in 
this moment. It was intense and the question 
which came in my mind was: I’m ready for this 
world?
In the End my decision was: Yes I am!

Frauenplan vs. Light!
Week 4

Question:

Implementation:

How to explain Space?

when we were on the Frauenplan we experience the 
Space in two different ways. 
First we listen with eyes cloesed and draw what 
we listen. After it we listen in the same way and 
write down what we were hearing.
I using this notes as a Map and experience the 
place in a new Way. So I´d translated every sound 
at the Map into light and moves with the light. 

Question:

Implementation:
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Me and my crosswalk

Week 6

Where can I act on?

My Space where I can act on in public is the crossover. 
People are forced to react to me directly. 
My performance was to go over the crosswalk in a kind of 
different way. So I need more time and space. There werde 
really different reactions to me. At the same time i cross 
over other peoples do it in „normal“ way. So you can see 
directly the difference between us. 

Question:

Implementation:

CROSSING

OVER



My Ritual Role

Week 7

CLEANING

What kind of Ritual is mine?

It is interesting to observe yourself from the outside, 
to see your actions and to reflect on them.
The outside was kept „cleaning“.
In both cases, whether consciously or unconsciously, the 
bathroom is clean afterwards.
But in me it has changed.
It’s gotten easier and with less frustration.
Being mindfull in this way is more than just consciously 
doing it. It is as if I have found meaning and joy in the 
thing myself without changing anything in my actions.

ROLE
READY
TRANSFORM

What is my social role?

The Answer to this question wasn’t that easy. 
So i go a very complicated way. I want to find out what is 
the „bad“ Parts of Roles and in which way can we transform 
them?
For that it wasn’t a performance that I creat it is a Map. 
The Role Map. Of course its not a final answer, its just 
a attempt!

CLEANING
TRANSFORMATION

Question:

Implementation:

Question:

Implementation:

WIE ENTSTEHEN
ROLLEN?
eine Annhame von Cora Groos 

eigenes
ROLLENBILD 

PRIVATGESELLSCHAFT
FAMILIE FREUNDE KOLLEGEN "ZUHAUSE"

ETC.
BILDUNG MEDIEN NACHRICHTEN

WERBUNG ARBEIT 

ROLLENBILDER
welche bereits eine Wertung haben Ob negativ oder Positiv

ist stark von den umgebenden
Rollenbildern abhängig. 



For which kindness is socity ready?

Week 8

What is my prensent for the public Space?

The answer was: I can listen to your story. I stand one 
hour on the Theaterplatz and was waiting for people. Two 
came to me. One of them was a friend and the other one 
don´t want to talk. He wants to listen to my Story.

It was kind of interesting to see that nobody want´s 
to take something without any sence or chance.  
In one Moment I was full of shame. Ashamed of my Idea 
and the naiv way I was planning this performance.  
People need maby more time to trust you.

Question:

Implementation:

Obstacle:


